ACCOUNTANT – INDIAN FEMALE: (Mumtaz Finance) with 6 years of experience on an account in GGC & Ind. Specialized in Reconciliation FAL/WPS, Payroll/Hourly, AP, AR, administration and knowledge in basics, MS office, word and tally. Under husband’s sponsorship, hold Qatar driving license. Mob: 3127949, email: princthomas15@gmail.com

STORES/KEYHOLDER: Indian Male having GGC experience looking for new opportunities detail Oriented and Customer focused/Proven. Prove track record in inventory management and cash responsibility, customer handling etc. Ready to join with valid QID and valid Qatar driving license. Can immediately joins. Mob: 34482025, Email: mrahmat89@gmail.com

ACCOUNTANT – INDIAN: B.Com Finance and 2 years experience. Experience in AP, AR, Payroll, Sales, General Ledger and Invoicing, Credit Control, Accounts Receivables, Banking, Bank Reconciliation. Ready to join with valid QID and valid Qatar Driver license. Can immediately joins. Mob: 34482025, Email: mrahmat89@gmail.com

QUALITY SURVEYOR: Indian male having GGC experience looking for new opportunities detail Oriented and Customer focused/Proven. Prove track record in inventory management and cash responsibility, customer handling etc. Ready to join with valid QID and valid Qatar driving license. Can immediately joins. Mob: 34482025, Email: mrahmat89@gmail.com

SITUATION WANTED

QUALITY MANAGER: Having 15 years experience in Hollande (2000-2015), in a Lead Quality role for 10 years in ABB (2005-2015) and 5 years in paper and pulp industries (2000-2005). To take up a similar challenging, job. Email: gyanjose@gmail.com

AVAYA TELEPHONE SERVICE TECHNICIAN: 6 years of experience in retail and corporate telecoms industry with a proven track record in telephone network maintenance and customer service. Excellent communication skills and ability to multi-task. Contact: 3308822, Email: avianso390@gmail.com

ACCOUNTANT – INDIAN MALE: Having 16 years of experience in GGC. Good experience in AP, AR, Payroll, Invoicing, Accounts Receivables and Banking. Worked in different companies having more than 15 years experience in GGC. Can join immediately with valid QID and Transferable Visa. Contact: 75253526, Email: jakejohan56@gmail.com

ENGINEER – INDIAN MALE: Holding 19 years experience in the construction industry. 05 Years experience in GGC. Excellent knowledge in AutoCAD, Revit Architecture and 3D modeling. 08 Years of experience in construction industry. Excellent communication skills and ability to multi-task. Email: karan2009@gmail.com

FINANCE MANAGER: Indian Male, 18 years of experience in GGC and Bank Reconciliation, Auditing and Forecasting. Contact: 33432019, Email: sksahilhossain61@gmail.com

ACCOUNTANT – INDIAN MALE: Holding 12 years of experience in GGC. Excellent knowledge in AP, AR, Payroll, Invoicing, Accounts Receivables and Banking. Worked for 10 years in ABB and 2 years in paper and pulp industries. Excellent communication skills and ability to multi-task. Email: karan2009@gmail.com

FINANCE MANAGER: Indian Male, 18 years of experience in GGC and Bank Reconciliation, Auditing and Forecasting. Contact: 33432019, Email: sksahilhossain61@gmail.com

ACCOUNTANT – INDIAN MALE: 12 years of experience in GGC industry, construction & engineering projects with expertise in project management. Mechanical Completion and Pre-commissioning support for onshore and offshore projects. Excellent knowledge in accounting, management and project coordination. Valid QID, strong driving license and valid Qatar driving license. Contact Mob: 35683707, Email: darshane.zaman@gmail.com

ACCOUNTANT – INDIAN MALE: 5 years of experience in GGC and Bank Reconciliation, Auditing and Forecasting. Contact: 33198236, Email: zainul5545@gmail.com

FINANCE MANAGER: Indian Male, 18 years of experience in GGC and Bank Reconciliation, Auditing and Forecasting. Contact: 33432019, Email: sksahilhossain61@gmail.com

ACCOUNTANT – INDIAN MALE: Having 12 years of experience in GGC and Bank Reconciliation, Auditing and Forecasting. Excellent knowledge in AutoCAD, Revit Architecture and 3D modeling. 08 Years of experience in construction industry. Excellent communication skills and ability to multi-task. Email: karan2009@gmail.com

ACCOUNTANT – INDIAN MALE: Having 12 years of experience in GGC. Excellent knowledge in AP, AR, Payroll, Invoicing, Accounts Receivables and Banking. Worked for 10 years in ABB and 2 years in paper and pulp industries. Excellent communication skills and ability to multi-task. Email: karan2009@gmail.com

FINANCE MANAGER: Indian Male, 18 years of experience in GGC and Bank Reconciliation, Auditing and Forecasting. Contact: 33432019, Email: sksahilhossain61@gmail.com
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